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Introduction
Since the onset of the COVID-19 pandemic, the rate of change businesses have had to absorb has been
unprecedented. But this is just the beginning of a radical change process to come.
There’s a famous quote from a remarkable woman – Helen Keller – that highlights the need to adapt:
“A bend in the road is not the end of the road unless you fail to make the turn.” Helen was remarkable
because she was the first deaf and blind person to earn a Bachelor of Arts degree. As this was in 1905, the
fact that she was a woman made this even more remarkable.
COVID-19 has put a significant bend in the road for every organisation. How businesses adapt will
determine how well they succeed in the future. To accentuate this point, it is worth reading an article
in the Harvard Business Review called ‘Roaring out of recession’ which discusses how businesses have
reacted to crises in the past. It identifies four basic behaviours, from Defensive (where companies try and
cut their way out of trouble) – which performs the worst, to Progressive (where companies make sensible
cost reductions married to smart innovations that are matched to the needs of the changed market) which performs the best.
So, it is worth identifying how effective your innovation process is. Are you able to act like a Progressive
company and outperform your competitors in the ‘new normal’? The Employee Innovation survey will
give you the answers you need as it explores the following elements of an innovation process:
Incremental innovation
Transformational innovation
Your approach to innovation
The success of your innovations
COVID-19 related innovation
Designed to either accompany a Benchmark Assessment, or (for organisations that have recently
conducted a survey of all employees) stand alone as an On-Demand Survey, these questions fill a
particular mission: to help business owners understand what they will need to do to capitalise on the
collective intellectual power of their people.
Asking the questions is just the first step. Analysing the feedback and taking it on board is the next. And
that’s where this guide comes in. We break down each question, provide context and actions you can
take based upon the feedback you receive, and help you identify goals for your company.
That said, we stand ready to assist you. Please contact your Engagement Manager directly, or email us at
support@engagementmultiplier.com.
Warmly,
The Engagement Multiplier Team
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How to Interpret and Respond to Survey Results
Once your survey has closed, it’s time to assess the feedback, form an action plan, and create your
response. In this section, we’ll look at each of the questions in the Employee innovation survey and offer
ideas to help you respond to the feedback and move your business forward.
For each question, we will dive into the purpose behind the question, the underlying circumstances that
may affect how employees answer the questions, and suggested actions we recommend you take based
on this information.

INCREMENTAL INNOVATION – IMPROVEMENTS TO THE EXISTING WAY OF
DOING THINGS
This will show the available innovation potential for incremental improvements. In our experience every
employee has at least one good idea for improving the way things are done. For example, a checkout
operator at Waitrose identified how to reduce spaces on a receipt that saved over £160,000 in the first
year alone – not to mention the impact on the environment.

SURVEY STATEMENT #1: I have at least one idea on how we can improve our internal processes.
TIPS & SOLUTIONS
This question will give you a clear view on how much potential there is within your business for
incremental improvement. Remember, the law of marginals gains means that small changes can be
transformational on overall performance.
Identify the overall innovation potential
See how the innovation potential changes by Group and plan how to increase it
Follow up this survey with another to capture the ideas
Ask for ideas in specific areas you think need improving

SURVEY STATEMENT #2: I have at least one idea on how we can improve
our existing products or services.
TIPS & SOLUTIONS
This question will give you a clear view on how much potential there is
within your business for incremental improvement. Remember, the law
of marginals gains means that small changes can be transformational on
overall performance.
Identify the overall innovation potential
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See how the innovation potential changes by Group and plan how to increase it
Follow up this survey with another to capture the ideas
Ask for ideas in specific areas you think need improving

TRANSFORMATIONAL INNOVATION - A NEW WAY OF DOING SOMETHING
This will show the available innovation potential for ‘Progressive’ ideas that could transform your
products, services and internal processes. The COVID-19 crisis has taught everyone that things that were
once thought impossible are now part of everyday behaviour.

SURVEY STATEMENT #3: I have at least one idea for a completely new internal process that would meet
the needs of the ‘new normal’.
TIPS & SOLUTIONS
This question will give you a clear view on how much potential there is for new ways of working that are
optimised for the ‘new normal’. For example, working remotely or working from home is predicted to be
commonplace in the ‘new normal,’ therefore there will be a range of new processes that will need to be
created to ensure that your organisation is an inspiring place to work.
Identify the overall innovation potential
See how the innovation potential changes by Group and plan how to increase it
Follow up this survey with another to capture the ideas
Ask for ideas in specific areas you think need improving

SURVEY STATEMENT #4: I have at least one idea for a completely new product or service that would give
us an advantage in the market.
TIPS & SOLUTIONS
This question will give you a clear view on how much potential there is for new ways to meet changed
customer needs. As the Harvard Business Review article shows, it is the companies that deliver new ways
of satisfying new needs that perform the best.
Identify the overall innovation potential
See how the innovation potential changes by Group and plan how to increase it
Follow up this survey with another to capture the ideas
Ask for ideas in specific areas you think need improving

APPROACH TO INNOVATION
This will identify where the company needs to focus to unlock the innovative potential of its people.
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SURVEY STATEMENT #5: Our leaders communicate the company’s innovation strategy clearly, so it’s
easy to understand where to focus my ideas.
TIPS & SOLUTIONS
This question is designed to identify if you have already developed an innovation culture in your
organisation that has a clear plan. In our experience, employees often fail to share their best ideas
because the company has not made it clear where it is planning to innovate or that ideas will be
welcomed.
Identify the overall innovation strategy score
See how the score changes by Group and identify possible communication logjams
Identify ways to communicate your innovation strategy more effectively
Prioritise where you plan to innovate and clearly signpost where this will be incremental and
transformational AND the split between internal and external

SURVEY STATEMENT #6: The company makes it easy to contribute our ideas on how to improve what
the company does and how it does it.
TIPS & SOLUTIONS
This question enables you to see if you have a simple way to capture ideas that is operating effectively.
Identify the overall score
See how the score changes by Group and identify possible process logjams
Identify ways to improve how you capture ideas
Activate and promote the Suggestion Box function on Engagement Multiplier

SURVEY STATEMENT #7: The company explains why it has selected some ideas and not others.
TIPS & SOLUTIONS
This question is designed to identify more about your innovation culture. It will also uncover if you are
using engagement frameworks like SCARF. The F in SCARF stands for Fairness. If the answer to this
question shows people do not feel that your innovation choices are explained, it could mean some
people feel unfairly treated.
Identify the overall score
See how the score changes by Group and identify possible process logjams
Improve your communication process as required

SURVEY STATEMENT #8: It is easy to see how the company’s innovations help to achieve the company
Purpose more easily.
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TIPS & SOLUTIONS
Purpose-driven companies perform better than those that are not. This question will show how closely
you link your innovation to your Purpose.
Identify the overall score
See how the score changes by Group and identify possible leadership logjams
Update your Purpose communication to include innovation as required
Feedback on previous innovations to show how they assisted the achievement of the Purpose

SURVEY STATEMENT #9: The ideas for most innovations the company implements come from
employees.
TIPS & SOLUTIONS
This question will give you insight into how well you try to capitalise on the innovation potential of your
people. While you may need to go outside the company for some innovation support, developing an
energised and energising innovation culture should enable your organisation develop a Progressive
response to the COVID-19 crisis.
Identify the overall score
See how the score changes by Group and identify possible leadership logjams
Activate and promote the Suggestion Box function on Engagement Multiplier
Report on the number of ideas provided by employees each month and explain which are
being developed and why

SUCCESS OF INNOVATION
This will identify if the company is creating an innovation culture that increases the likelihood of success
for each innovation.
SURVEY STATEMENT #10: Some employees are involved in the development phase of each new
product, service or process.
TIPS & SOLUTIONS
This question is designed to see how involved employees are in your current innovation culture. Involving
employees has a number of benefits. It ensures that the innovation process benefits from employee
experience and knowledge so that potential mistakes are avoided. It also increases the likelihood of buyin to the innovation.
Identify the overall score
See how the score changes by Group and identify possible leadership logjams
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Review recent innovations and see how much involvement employees had in the development
phase and identify where changes had to be made after roll-out to improve the innovation
Add employee involvement as needed to your current innovation process

SURVEY STATEMENT #11: When innovations are introduced, they are always adopted and used by the
team.
TIPS & SOLUTIONS
The answers to this question will show if you have an effective innovation culture. The psychology of
adoption is linked to the psychology of involvement. Asking employees for advice on how to improve
will trigger the Hawthorne Effect. Not only will this improve adoption, but it will also improve employee
advocacy.
Identify the overall score
See how the score changes by Group and identify possible leadership logjams
Review the adoption of previous innovations and see if they match the Group scores
Build in more involvement to innovation development as needed

SURVEY STATEMENT #12: The company controls the rate of innovation, so employees do not suffer from
‘innovation fatigue’.
TIPS & SOLUTIONS
This question will uncover if the pace and frequency of introducing innovation is optimised to get the
best result. Because the COVID-19 crisis is driving rapid change, it will be important to identify how
employees feel about how the rate of innovation is controlled.
Identify the overall score
See how the score changes by Group and identify possible leadership logjams
Review the roll-out of previous innovations and identify where the pace of introduction was
wrong and/or where some Groups seem to suffer more than others
Update your innovation plan to ensure the most important innovations are given the time they
need to ensure effective employee adoption

SURVEY STATEMENT #13: The company’s approach to innovation makes me proud to work here.
TIPS & SOLUTIONS
The response to this question will give invaluable insight into the innovation culture. Leaders innovate
because they think it is a good thing to do. But the way it is done can have a negative rather than
positive impact on your people. A recent study of 54,000 CEOs worldwide showed that employee
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retention was the #2 topic for leader attention. So, ensuring your innovation process triggers the right
response from employees, will help to retain your best talent.
Identify the overall score
See how the score changes by Group and identify possible leadership logjams
If necessary, run a follow-up survey for suggestions on how to improve the innovation process
Celebrate a high pride score.

COVID-19 RELATED INNOVATION
SURVEY STATEMENT #14: We have already been involved in developing new ways of working to adapt to
the ‘new normal’.
TIPS & SOLUTIONS
This question will show if your people feel they are involved in the changes you already have underway
to adapt to the COVID-19 challenge. We’ve seen many organisations impose leader-designed changes
only to see them ignored by employees keen to adopt what they see as more effective approaches.
Identify the overall score
See how the score changes by Group and identify possible leadership logjams
Celebrate a high score
Update your innovation plan based on the replies to the whole survey and communicate it at a
company, team and individual level.
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Closing remarks
Congratulations on taking time to listen to your teams’ feedback and answers
to the above questions, all designed to help your business and team emerge
stronger from COVID-19 and its far-reaching ramifications. Employee
involvement and engagement with the innovation process will be vital to
your future success. This quote from McKinsey shows why it matters more
than ever now.
“In this crisis, stakeholder needs are already so acute that the
opportunity for businesses to make an indelible mark with human
support, empathy and purpose, is greater than it has ever been.”
McKinsey & Company, March 2020
We look forward to working with you to help you thrive in the future.
-The Engagement Multiplier Team

CONNECT WITH US
42 Berkeley Square, Mayfair, London, W1J 5AW
+44 (0) 2071 830 562
130 E. Randolph Street, Suite 1600, Chicago IL 60601-6220
773-340-0381
www.engagementmultiplier.com
© 2020 Global Magic Futures Ltd. All rights reserved. Used with written permission. Patent pending.
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As a result of focusing on adapting to changing market needs, the PR agency he built was the fastest
growing PR company in the UK in 1991, the No.2 performer over a decade in 1997 and one of the Top 5
PR firms to work for. In 2001 his company was ranked Ofex Company of the Year.
Crispin drew on his experience to write Grow, Build, Sell, Live, a book with practical and implementable
advice and tools to address the day-to-day reality of running a successful agency - without a lot of the
stress and angst that usually goes with it. This addresses the right time to invest in innovation and to
make sure people are happy and productive.
He is a Fellow and past Chairman of the Public Relations Consultants Association (PRCA), a Fellow of
the Chartered Institute of Public Relations (CIPR), a Fellow of the Institute of Directors and on the global
board of the Worldcom PR Group,
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